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It’s hard to believe that we haven’t been together in almost six months. Our volunteers are truly the heart of Shepherd
Center, and while you’re not with us physically, your love and support are felt here daily.
As you know, we’ve all been playing a waiting game, hoping that conditions would improve enough that we could
safely open the doors to our volunteers. We’ve been as anxious as you for this to happen. Unfortunately, we’re still
not there. And when you add concerns about an especially bad flu season on the horizon, it just feels like the odds are
stacked against us.
With that, we’ve made the difficult decision to delay return of any volunteers to Shepherd until at least January 2021,
and possibly later. This is not a decision that has been made lightly and trust me – we’re all disappointed. However, we
know that our priority needs to be the health and safety of everyone involved. While it’s hard for me to write these
words, I know it’s the right thing to do.
Until we can safely be together again in person, we will continue to keep you updated via our monthly newsletter and
other communications. We’re working on ways you can continue to actively engage with us if you so choose, even from
a distance. Please let us know if there’s anything we can do to support you.
Thanks for your patience as we navigate these new challenges. We are grateful for each of you, and for your continued
support of Shepherd Center. You are our family and we look forward to welcoming you back when the time is right.

from the

AUXILIARY
PRESIDENT

Dear Auxiliary members,
September is a season of new beginnings with back to school buzz, organizations gearing back up after a summer hiatus and a chill in the air (if we’re lucky here in Hotlanta!). Though things are quite different this year, I hope
you are finding ways to feel refreshed and motivated.
Our Director of Volunteer Services, Alex Seblatnigg, is working with nursing units to come up with ways the
Auxiliary may be able to support patients and families remotely. Ideas include creating “care packages” (think
shampoo, body wash, tissues, etc) to have on hand, notes to families and more. Stay tuned for details!
Sadly, due to coronavirus restrictions, we’ve had to cancel our October $5 jewelry sale. It’s our most popular
fundraiser, but with distancing requirements in place it just can’t be done safely.
As you know, flu season is quickly approaching. Please plan to get a flu shot this year and continue to stay safe
and healthy!
Thanks for your continued support during these crazy times!
With a grateful heart,

Kyle

Kyle Hinson
kylehinson@atlantafinehomes.com

The past several months have been
different from any we’ve ever
experienced.
Through it all, you have remained
steadfastly by our side, supporting
Shepherd Center, our patients and
their families.
We are so grateful for you!

Shepherd Center Partners with National Brain Injury Providers to Demonstrate
the Value of Post-Acute Rehabilitation

Shepherd Center has partnered with a select group of leading
brain injury rehabilitation organizations from across the United
States for a unique, one-of-a-kind alliance to improve patient outcomes in the rehabilitation field. Shepherd Center joins five other
organizations – Learning Services, On With Life, Pate Rehabilitation,
Progressive Rehabilitation and ReMed – to create the Foundation
to Advance Brain Rehabilitation (FABR). The partnership allows the six organizations to aggregate outcome data
to launch the only known national collaborative database in the United States that captures the impact of brain
injury rehabilitation following the acute care setting.
Katie Metzger, OTR, MBA, is the director of brain injury services at Shepherd Center.“The FABR post-acute rehab
database and research will benefit brain injury rehab in many ways,” says Katie Metzger, OTR, MBA, director of
brain injury services at Shepherd Center. “We will be able to analyze outcome data outside our own performance
to determine best practices and validate effectiveness. We look forward to our continued FABR partnership to
make great strides in rehab.”
The six FABR organizations represent 12 U.S. states and comprehensively offer a continuum of post-acute neurorehabilitation and neuro-behavioral programs in various settings, including residential, inpatient, outpatient, day
treatment, and home and community-based. FABR will utilize outcome data
to research and demonstrate the value of post-acute brain injury rehabilitation within this continuum of services.
“The potential impact of improving quality of life, return to work, and
community participation of post-inpatient brain injury rehabilitation has increased dramatically in the past 20 years as inpatient rehabilitation stays following acquired brain injury (ABI) have decreased from months to weeks,”
says James Malec, Ph.D., chief scientific officer for FABR and senior research
professor emeritus at the Indiana University School of Medicine. “The power
of the FABR data and research is that it will help providers and the entire
brain injury field understand best practices and demonstrate the effectiveAbove: Katie Metzger, OTR, MBA, direc- ness of post-acute rehabilitation.”
Beginning in August 2020, outcome data from each FABR organization will
tor of brain injury services at Shepherd
Center, is excited for this partnership
be submitted to OutcomeInfo, a national, web-based database system dewith FABR.
veloped through the National Institutes of Health (NIH). The initial data set
will include de-identified patient demographic information and Mayo-Portland Adaptability Inventory (MPAI-4)
scores throughout the rehabilitation continuum.
In addition to identifying best practices in post-acute rehabilitation, a key goal in forming the FABR alliance is to
justify care interventions and demonstrate a clear and measurable benefit for those interventions. This information can then be used by providers, patients and caregivers to advocate for appropriate access, benefit coverage,
intensity and duration of rehabilitation services to achieve desired outcomes.
“Demonstrating the effectiveness and efficiency of specialized rehabilitation can be especially challenging for
post-acute care providers,” says Michael Choo, M.D., chief medical officer for Paradigm and FABR’s medical consultative partner. “Rehabilitation benefits typically occur incrementally over the care continuum and the industry
would benefit greatly by collaborating together to validate evidence-based minimum effective dose recommendations for many existing care interventions. The impact FABR can have in this area has life-changing potential
for patients as well as providing guidance to both payers and policymakers.”
The six founding FABR organizations will remain as independent organizations but have formed a single nonprofit entity to protect the confidentiality, aggregation and use of patient data. Founding members plan to add
additional FABR organizations after the initial formative year.
Further information, including inquiries on how to become a part of the FABR work, can be requested through
email at info@FABR.org.
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This year’s flu season is expected to be worse than usual.
Please protect yourself and get your flu shot!
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Membership in the Shepherd Center Auxiliary, Peach Corps, and
Junior Committee is open to all volunteers. Members provide
ongoing fundraising and volunteer support to Shepherd Center.
For more information on becoming a member of one of these
groups, contact Alex Seblatnigg at (404) 350-7315 or visit
www.shepherd.org.
Shepherd Center’s mission is to help people with a temporary or
permanent disability caused by injury or disease rebuild their lives
with hope, independence, and dignity, advocating for their full
inclusion in all aspects of community life while promoting safety
and injury prevention.

